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P°IoGoluboichy,SoDoKorchikov-Voroshilovgrad _ashinery
Building Institute, USSR,
SoI.Nikolsky,¥oIoYakovlev - PoNoLebedev Physical Institute
117924 Moscow,Leninsky Prospect 53, USSR.
Value of the sound pulse produced by high energy
neutrino, if thermoaceustical mechanism ef sound generati-
on takes place, is proportional to the density of energy
emerged so as Grunaisen parameter _ = kc21 Cp of the sub
stance. Here k=k(t e, Po,S %o )! c=c(t°,Po,S _ ); Cp=
=Cp(t°,Po,S %o ) are coefficient of termal expansion, so-
und velesity and specific heat depended on temperature to ,
pressure Po sod saltness S %o of sea water /1/°
The acoustical signal initiated by the beam of rela-
tivistic electrons was investigated io the distilled /2/
sovin the salt water with the concentration of NaC1 varied
from 0 to 35 %o /3/. It was shown that acoustical sig-
nal by the normal temperature has mainly thermoacoustical
nature.
....In this experiment thermodyoamical conditions corre_
ponding to the deep underwater (H=5000 m, Po=500 arm, t=2 °
C; S=35 %o ) was realised by helping of high pressure cham
. bet. The chamber has inputs for electron (E=50 _eV) and
laser beams, experimental conditions were closed to those
in /2,3/. Comprehensive analysis of acoustic signal by the
varystioo of pressure, temperature and saltness of water
was performed using the laser beam° Using the electroo be-
am measurements of acoustic signal was performed in the
next conditions= Po=I atm, t=16°O and Po=500 arm, t=1°C
and t=16°C. Fig.1 demonstrates experimental values of
acoustical signals for laser and electron beams after c0r-
rection on energy absorbed so as geometry of experiment.
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At the same picture iterpelated dependences of Grunaisen
coefficient r on t, Po and S are plotted (solid lines)
using tabular data /_/! experimental data from /2,3/ also
are shown here. It is seen from the figure that acoustic
signal value J fellows well Grunaiseacoefficiento
Thus one can affirm in the thermod3rnamical conditi-
ons close to deep underwater acoustical signal from the
beam of relativistic electrons has mainlythermoacoustical
nature. The value of Grunaisen coefficient corresponding
to conditions of DU_AND (t=2 °, Pc=500 arm, S=35 %_ ) is
equal to P_ 0,12.
To model possible contribution of another acousti-
cal mechanisms in the total signal the dependence of sound
value initiated by vapour microbu_bles on hydrostatic pre-
ssure was investigated. Ensemble of vapour microb_bles was
initiated by laser beam striked the polydisperce mixture
of grains in water (grain s sizes _ I0-5-I0 -3 cm, grain
number I0 _ cm-3 density of laser beam energy 10-2-I0 -I
J/cm2; full points in fig.2). Acoustical signal value
from the single caverne initiated by laser break of water
(_ I J/cm 2) in dependence on hydrostatical pressure was
also investigated (S in fig.2). It is seen from the fi-
gure that the value of soft (evaporating) heterocomponent
of a_oustical signal becames diminutive at depths greater
than _ 1000 m. The value of hard heterocomponent i.e. aco_
stical signal from laser break of water is practically in-
dependent on hydrostatical pressure. The Grunaisen parame-
ter is shown in fig.2 by solid line taking into account
the change of to' Pc and S %o of water in dependence of
water depth. The experimental data on acoustical signals
initiated by laser (_) and electron ( o ) beams also are _
shown in fig.2.
It is nessesary to point out that the sensitivity of
hydrophones made of piezoceramic CTS-19 was changed not
more than I0 % in the pressure range q-500 atm.
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Pig.1 Temperature dependence o f  acoust ica l  s i s n a l  J 
by the d i f f e r e n t  water s a l t n e s s  S $0 ~ r d  pre- 
s s u r e  Po. S o l i d  lines - tabular /4/ iaterpala- 
t i i on  o f  Grunaisea c o e f f i c i e n t .  
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Fig.2 Depth dependence of acoustical signal for :
electron O end laser V beams by the thermo-
acoustical mechanism (solid line- tabular
data for Grunaisen coefficient); laser beam,
vapour microbubbles • ; single caverne by
the laser break of water • .
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